Preface

Comparative linguistics had its origin in the background of the West coming to know about the Sanskrit language. In depth study of this language gave birth to this branch of science in the 18th century. The Indian Theories of Meaning by Dr.K.Kunjunni Rāja published in 1964 shed new light on the semantic concepts latent in the Sanskrit classics on the subject. Thinking about the same subject after four decades it is the result of a humble attempt to analyse the same in a different way that is presented in this thesis.

Dividing the Indian knowledge system into three classes as philosophy, aesthetics and grammar, the relevance of theories of meaning in each of these is analysed here. The thesis comprises of five chapters. The first chapter is a general introduction in which the importance of the concept of meaning, a brief history of
linguistics and general concepts of Indian theories of meaning are discussed.

The second chapter deals with the śabda pramāṇa in Indian philosophy. The concepts of meaning according to the āstikā and nāstikā darśanās are discussed at length in this chapter. In the third chapter under the heading meaning in Indian aesthetics, the concepts of meaning in different Indian literary theories are described. Sanskrit grammar and the approach of grammarians to the semantic aspects are discussed in the next chapter. In the fifth chapter modern theories and how they are related to the Indian theories are discussed. After these the thesis is concluded with the observations arising from the discussions so far.

This thesis is prepared under the guidance of Prof. P.C. Muleemadhavan, formerly head of the Department of Sanskrit Sahitya, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit (SSUS),
Kalady. It is my first duty to express my indebtedness to him for his valuable guidance and constant encouragement throughout the preparation of this thesis.

I owe a lot to Dr. P. V. Ramankutty, former visiting faculty, Department of Sanskrit Sahitya, SSUS, Kalady, who has shown great interest and given valuable suggestions during my research. I express my sincere gratitude to Dr. P. K. Dharmaraj Adat, Professor and Head, Department of Sanskrit Sahitya, SSUS, Kalady. My thanks are also due to all the teachers of the department who have helped me throughout my research. I am indebted to the office and library staff of the University for extending helping hands in needs. I also express my gratitude to the authorities of the university for providing research fellowship. Thanks are also due to the librarians of Theosophical Society, Adyar, Kuppuswāmy Śāstry Library, Chennai, Kariavattom Campus Library, University of Kerala and Maharaja’s College library, Ernakulam for making available the literature in this
field. I express my gratitude to Professor T. Devarajan, who inspired me to select this topic as an M.Phil student and Dr.C.A.Shaila, Department of Sanskrit, University of Kerala, who guided me in the preparation of M.Phil dissertation.

My grand uncle Dr.K.Kunjunni Rāja has been always a source of inspiration. My mother Smt.K.Sarada is my first Sanskrit teacher. My father and close relatives and friends have given me full support and helped me in my research work. I express my thanks to all of them.
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